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MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS

A number of Society members have not renewed for
the 1978 year. If a RED X appears before your
name on the address page of this Newsletter, it
indicates that your membership has not been re-
newed, In order to continue your membership and
such privileges as attendance of meetings, field
trips and the Newsletter please send your appli-
cation and membership dues to:

Sue Martin (Membership Chairman)
Colorado Native Plant Society
4700 Venturi Lane
Fort Collins, CO 80521
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Supporting 50.00
Society 25,00
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Student & Retired 4.00

e CON PS Newsletter is sent to all other Native
.ant Societies in exchange for theirs. Nonmem-

bers may subscribe to the Newsletter for $4,00.
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vities of the Society should be addressed to
Panayoti Peter Cal las. Secretary, C0NPS, 922
12th Street, Boulder, CO 80302.
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NEWSLETTER

EDITOR: Dieter H, Wilken, Dept, of Botany and
Plant Pathology, Colorado State University, Ft.
Collins, CO 80523.

The editor seeks articles of general interest
to all aspects of Society activities. Such
articles should not generally exceed 4 type-
written, double-spaced pages, although consi-
deration will be given to longer articles if
space permits.

Deadlines for the 6 bimonthly newsletters are
the last day of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

The editor welcomes comments, recent news items
and the open discussion of controversial issues
regarding the native plants and vegetation of
Colorado.



STATEWIDE SPRING MEETING

The Spring meeting of the Society, held at the
Denver Botanical Gardens on Saturday, April 8.
was successful and enjoyable for the approxi-
mately 40 members and their guests. The work-
shops on photography, endangered plants and
plant identification were actively attended.
We are particularly grateful to the Tompperts
for sharing their knowledge of wildflower pho-
tography and their exquisite productions via
color slides. Bob Heapes and Bill Anderson
contributed their knowledge of photographic
equipment. Jean Siddell, organizer of the Rare
and Endangered Species Task Force in Oregon,
presented an excellent account of past and on-
going activities in Oregon with respect to na-
tive plants. Jean contributed her experience
in a workshop and offered numerous and helpful
comments regarding our work in Colorado. Chuck
Feddema and Scott Peterson presented a workshop
on identification for amateurs. The Horticul-
ture and Rehabilitation Committee provided their
collective expertise on cultivation of natives
by means of handouts, free seeds and displays.
Dexter Hess provided us with a photographic
foray to the natural vegetation and native
plants of southeastern Colorado. We thank all

these contributors to the Spring Meeting and all

those attending.
-—Editor

MAY FIELD TRIPS

A walking field trip along the hogback between
Turkey Creek and Deer Creek Canyons will take
place on SATURDAY, May 13. The field trip
will be led by Charlie Grant, Mark Phillips and
other members of the Horticulture and Rehabili-
tation Committee. Members and their guests are
requested to meet at Charlie's home, 3601 WEST
CALEY LANE, LITTLETON at 9:30 AM. Participants
will car pool from there to the trail head.
Participants are asked to bring their lunch
and to be prepared for our usual Spring weather.
Members planning to attend should contact
Charlie (303-979-6835) as the number of parti-
cipants will be limited to 15.

A walking field trip to Grey Rock in Poudre
Canyon will be led by Dieter Wilken on SATURDAY,
MAY 27. The trail head to the Grey Rock Trail
is approximately 10 miles west of Ted's Place
(junction of Highways 14 and 287) along High-
way 14. A Forest Service parking lot is on the
south side of the highway and across from the
trail head. Participants are requested to bring

their lunch and to be prepared for a 6 mile
round-trip hike to the summit of Grey Rock.

The hike will begin at 9:00 AM from the parking
lot. In addition to encountering a diversity
of typical Front Range plant life, participants
will be introduced to the GRASS FERN, which is

discussed in an article of the current news-
letter.

As with past field trips sponsored by the Socle
ty the following guidelines are suggested;
No collecting will be permitted.
Photography is encouraged.
Bring along a guest.

GRASSLANDS INSTITUTE JUNE 11-18 1978

The fourth annual Grasslands Institute, spon-

sored by the Denver Audubon Society in cooper-
ation with the University of Northern Colorado,

will focus on an introduction to the short-grass
prairie ecosystem. The Institute will offer a

multidisciplinary approach to an understanding
of the short-grass prairie, particularly of
northern Colorado. Furthermore, participants

in the Institute may apply for 3 Quarter hours

of University credit through UNC. For further

information contact Mr. Ed Butterfield (303-771-

0078) or Dr. James Fitzgerald (303-351-2555).

Members of the Native Plant Society who plan
warm weather visits to Colorado's state parks
and recreation areas may wish to purchase their
annual park passes by mall now. The mail-in
system is a new service just initiated by the
Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation for
the convenience of park users. Annual pass
holders may enter any state park or recreation
area at no additional cost until December 31,

1978. The $10 purchase price is especially —
-

\

economical for frequent park visitors since the

daily entrance fee is $2. Colorado residents
who are 64 or over should not apply for an

annual pass, but should request information
about DPOR's Aspen Leaf Passport. (Call 839-

3437.) This is a $2, lifetime pass to the

state park system. To purchase an annual
pass by mail, make out a $10 check payable to

the Colorado Division of Parks and Outdoor
Recreation;

Send your Name
Address
Vehicle License No.

with the check to;

DP0R Registration Unit
P.0, Box 231

Littleton, CO 80160

The pass cannot be issued unless the license
number is furnished. Only the original $10

pass can be mailed to you. When you receive
it, you can purchase a $1 multiple pass for

other cars registered in your name over the

counter at any park office or at the registra-
tion unit, 13787 South Santa Fe Drive, Littleton,

For Information, call DPOR in Denver at 839-3437,

any state park office, or the DPOR regional of-. ^
fices located at 1720 West Mulberry, Suite B-K
Ft. Collins, CO 80521 (482-2602); at 2126 North

Weber, Colorado Springs, CO 80933 (471-0990);
and at P.0. Box 299 (Island Acres SRA), Pali-

sade, CO (464-7297),



STATEMENT of principles, policy, and guidelines
FOR REVEGETATION OF DISTURBED LANDS IN COLORADO

COLORADO NATIVE PLANT SOCIETY

Prepared by Horticulture and Rehabilitation Committee

I. PREAMBLE

Colorado's native plants have successfully demonstrated by their adaptation and survival their ability
to withstand the extremes of environmental variation and natural disaster. They have established a

natural harmony with particular site conditions and have shown permanence under competition and

stress* Each species Is not only an entity unto itself, but is also an important participant in

overall ecosystem dynamics. Ecosystems artificially dominated by non-native plant species may be less

effectively buffered against normal environmental fluctuations compared to native-dominated ecosystems
and may exhibit a lack of resilience and a gradually decreasing productivity over the long term,

especially under biological pressure from grazing, browsing, wildfire, recreational activities,
drought, etc.

In addition to the primary reasoning which favors the use of native species, an additional argument
is that these same species generally will not become weedy pests in nearby areas. What plants will

not do is as important to recognize as what they will do. An Introduced species which is an Immediate
success in stabilizing a disturbed area may become an eventual problem if it invades areas where it is

not wanted. Aesthetic considerations are also not to be Ignored. People are sensitive to the fabric
of the landscape, and a repair effort which does not provide a natural blending of natives to recreate
natural surroundings will prove unacceptable to people who are concerned with recreation and scenic

beauty.

The desirable native vegetation of a site is taken to be the potential natural vegetation for the

particular site. As used here, the term "potential natural vegetation" will be taken to mean the

native climax or long-persisting native subclimax vegetation of the site. For example, aspen stands

are long-persisting subclimax units in many areas of Colorado, as are many shrub-dominated types

which may be desirable for wildlife management purposes.

Advantages of native plants in reclamation can be summarized as follows:

1) Native plants have demonstrated fitness under the long-term climatic conditions of the area
to which they are native.

2) Native plants have inherent resistance to pests and disease that have co-evolved with the
native plants.

3) Native plants have higher demonstrated value to more species of native wildlife.

4) Native plants represent no serious threat to invade and disrupt adjacent undisturbed areas,
whereas many non-natives do pose a serious threat.

5) A full spectrum of native plants (the potential natural vegetation, as closely as possible)
is likely to make more efficient use of resources of moisture, nutrients, and light than
vegetation of a few non-native species. Thus, the native vegetation would have a higher and
more diverse overall productivity than the non-native vegetation. The high productivity of
the potential natural vegetation is generally accepted as a standard for comparison in most
systems of range condition analysis.

6) Within the native flora, there exists a very wide spectrum of adaptation to unusual and
severe conditions, obviating the need for importation of plant materials for the rehabili-
tation of severe disturbed sites.

II. POLICY STATEMENT

The Colorado Native Plant Society encourages the use of native species and the reestablishment of
potential natural vegetation in rehabilitation of all disturbed sites in Colorado where the projected
post-disturbance land use is rangeland, timber resource, wildlife habitat, passive recreation, scenic
resource, or other uses where natural vegetation will be the most desirable long-term plant cover.
Naturalized species are to be used only within prescribed limits and only where their advantages in

quick stabilization can be clearly demonstrated and outweigh disadvantages of the type outlined
above. Introduction of plants into Colorado for purposes of reclamation should not occur. Native
plants are thought to exist for virtually every extreme situation for which introduced plants might
be thought to be desirable.



III. GUIDELINES

For the many complex environmental variations of Colorado, there can be no simple set of rules to
list plants and seeds to use in reclamation efforts, but there are certain basic guidelines which
should be followed.

When the post-disturbance land use is rangeland, timber resource, recreation, scenic resource, or
other uses dependent on natural plant comnunities, the goal of reclaiming should be the realizaion
of a vegetational cover within the potential natural (climax or long-persisting subclimax) vegetation
on the site.

Differing balances of emphasis in post-disturbance management between range, wildlife, timber re-
sources, etc. may necessitate selection of slightly different successional stages. However, the
sought-for vegetational cover should be suited to the site, i.e., within the natural successional
sequence for vegetation on the site, preferably climax or advanced subclimax. Where disturbance
has modified the environment to a point outside the natural tolerance of desirable climax or
subclimax species, an earlier stage of succession should be sought. However, in no case should
succession be allowed to proceed unaided where this will result in dominance by noxious weeds or
persisting naturalized plants and/or in further environmental deterioration. The potential natural
vegetation of a site can be determined through reference to U.S. Soil Conservation Service data as

well as a variety of maps, journal articles, and books.

Toward the end of establishing the appropriate native vegetation and in full realization of the bene-
fits in initial soil stabilization and microenvironmental amelioration provided by selected non-native
naturalized species, it is recommended by the Colorado Native Plant Society that non-native natural-

ized species not exceed twenty-five (25) percent of the total number of live seed to be sown in any
seed mixture for use in reclaiming lands within the State of Colorado to land uses other than indus-
trial, residential, intensive agricultural, or intensive recreation.

To encourage at least a reasonable level of diversity, the Colorado Native Plant Society suggests that
no fewer than ten (10) species be returned to the site by way of seeding, use of containerized stock,
or transplants. Where it can be documented that fewer than ten species occurred naturally, the lower
number will be regarded as the minimum.

It is further recommended that the life form spectrum (of perennial vascular plants) in the potential
natural vegetation be represented among the species returned to the site during reclamation. This may
involve, in addition to seeding, the use of containerized stock and/or intra-site transplantation.
Where the life form spectrum is highly diverse in the natural vegetation, it may be necessary to

return more than ten (10) species to the location, In cases of extreme environments, appropriate
native seed may not be available and the operator will find it necessary to arrange for custom produc-
tion or collection of appropriate seed and/or use of custom grown containerized plants.

As a policy, the introduction of plants, either through purposeful introduction or through accidental
introduction in mulch materials or seed impurities, to the State for purposes of reclamation should be

strictly avoided. Furthermore, the introduction of species across natural barriers within the State
(e.g., East Slope to West Slope) should be avoided. Although some post-disturbance substrates are
severe, the plant material necessary for their revegetation is likely to be found within the native
flora, if thoroughly sought out. The potential disturbance to native floras by the introduction of
exotic species for the revegetation of disturbed sites is great and is to be avoided.

Inasmuch as topsoil often Includes a diverse source of revegetation propagules (seeds, roots, rhi-

zomes, corms, etc.) that cannot practically be duplicated, it is strongly encouraged that every
opportunity be reviewed by developing and regulatory groups for immediate use of as much topsoil as

possible following stripping. This means coordinating the sequences of development to allow direct
or nearly direct transferral of topsoil from its original location to an area where development has

been completed. This may not be feasible in some small, one-stage developments. Potential native
seed in topsoil does not obviate the need for seeding or other means of actively encouraging the
return of native plants to disturbed sites.

IV. DEFINITIONS

Native: A member of the indigenous and/or endemic flora of the State of Colorado as designated in

Weber and Johnston (1976) or corrections thereto.

Non-native Naturalized: A plant listed in Weber and Johnston (1976) or corrections thereto as

adventi ve.

Introduced Species: Plant species not in the indigenous or naturalized flora of the State of Colorado

as listed In Weber and Johnston (1976) or corrections thereto.
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ne Horticulture and Rehabilitation Committee welcomes constructive criticism of this document, which
will serve as a policy statement of the CONPS. The membership is requested to send such criticisms

to: Mark Phillips,' 11843 Billings, Lafayette, CO 80026. The policy statement and criticisms will be

considered at the next meeting of the Board of Directors.

A KEW RULE

Several members recently provided me with their
comments regarding the stratification (a method
of treatment) of native plant seeds to insure
high levels of germination. All of these com-
ments remind me of the practice at the Kew
Botanical Gardens in England. This Rule is

taught to all horticulturists receiving their
education at Kew, The rule is:

When in doubt about the germination require-
ments of any seeds of shrubs and trees , stra-
tify at ca. 5° C (*35° F) for 3 months.

When combined with correct collecting
methods, the rule almost appears infallible.
The following correlaries are essential:

1. Collect ripe, fresh fruit,
2. Remove, as soon as possible, the pulp or dry

fruit wall

,

Allow seeds to dry in a dim, wel 1 -ventilated
environment.

4. Prepare a mixture of 50% aquarium sand and
50% milled sphagnum. Soak this mixture in

water for several hours and then squeeze the
excess water with your hands.

5. Mix the seeds with the moistened sand-sphag-
num mixture, place in a plastic bag or glass
jar and store the container in the refriger-
ator for about 3 months.

1 offer the following comments. I tried this

method with several seed collections, including
NINEBARK (Physocarpus monogynus ) and GOLDEN
CURRANT ( Ribes aureum ). The NINEBARK seeds
germinated after about 10 weeks and showed about
80% germination. The GOLDEN CURRANT seeds ger-

minated after only 8 weeks with nearly all pro-

ducing roots. A word of caution: Either the

seeds or the seedlings should be lightly dusted
with a fungal inhibitor prior to potting, other-
wise many will damp off. In addition, forget
about the bagged or jarred seeds for at least

2 months. Seeds are "bashful" particularly
when "sleeping". They have the ability to

become stubborn and resist the desire to awaken

if they are disturbed. This method is a general

.-one and undoubtedly exceptions will be discov-
red. Only patience and perseverance will re-

sult in finding the right conditions for a

particular plant species.

--Editor

ROCKY MOUNTAIN WOODS IA

Woodaia saopulina



OUR NEGLECTED FERNS

As the flowering season approaches in Colorado,

we anxiously anticipate our first foray into
the field. We are usually overcome by the rich
diversity of flowering plants and many of us,
including amateur a,nd professional botanists,
tend to neglect the fern element of Colorado's
rich flora. Many of us are familiar with the

typical fern, an herbaceous plant with fleshy
underground stems (rhizomes) and much-dissected
leaves (fronds) often bearing the small, brown-
ish spore producing structures (sporangia) which
are often aggregated into clusters (sori). Some
of us may be familiar with the more conrnon

natives like the BRITTLEFERN (Cystopteris fragi-
1 is) , the ROCKY MOUNTAIN WOODS IA ( WoodsTa scopu-
1 ina ) , the LADY FERN (Athyrium f i 1 i x-femi na

)

,

and the BRACKEN ( Pteridium aqutlinum ), The
HORSETAILS ( Equisetum species) and VlTTLE CLUB
MOSSES ( Selaginella species) also are commonly
encountered and recognized; these are taxonomic
allies of the ferns. However, there exist in

Colorado over 50 species of ferns and fern
allies and many are easily overlooked and conse-
quently neglected, particularly when one's
winterized eyes are confronted with the color-
ful diversity of spring and summer. Several of
our ferns are extremely rare, such as ANDREW’S
SPLEENWORT (As plenium andrewsii ), only known In

the entire world from White Rocks near Boulder.
Although treated as Asplenium adiantum-nigrum
in our widely used identification manuals for
Colorado, botanists have recognized the dif-
ferences of the White Rocks population since
Aven Nelson described the new species in 1904.

Other ferns, like the BRACKEN and the BRITTLE-
FERN are relatively common and often observed.

One of our less common ferns is the highly
distinctive FORKED SPLEENWORT or GRASS FERN

(Asplenium septentrional

e

) . The GRASS FERN is

aptly named, both in the scientific and verna-
cular senses. "Septentrional e" means "of the
north" and refers to the sporadic distribution
of this species throughout the northern hemis-
phere. The common name GRASS FERN refers to the
narrow, scarcely divided fronds, similar in
general appearance to that of a grass or sedge.
It Is known from only a dozen localities in most
of the western states with the exception of
Colorado. Relative to herbarium records, the
GRASS FERN is only known from about a dozen
localities along the Front Range from Grey Rock
in Larimer County to near La Veta in Huerfano
County. At several of these localities, how-
ever, the GRASS FERN is abundant and undoubtedly
is expected to occur elsewhere in the state.

I first encountered the GRASS FERN last December
while climbing Arthur's Rock in Lory State Park
west of Fort Collins. December l Yes, December

is an excellent month to search out the GRASS

FERN ! First, December is one of our driest
winter months, with little snow or ice cover.

Second, it is about the time when I acquire the

extreme symptoms, of that syndrome peculiar to

field botanists, one in which deprivation of
a favorite pastime leads to longing stares at

the foothills and the anticipation of the first
sign of Spring. Third, and certainly most
important, the GRASS FERN is evergreen! Conse-
quently, in December the GRASS FERN represents a

green element in the relatively drab winter
landscape with little competition for the visual
sense from other herbaceous plants. On Arthur’s
Rock and Horsetooth Rock near Ft. Collins, the
GRASS FERN may be found in shaded crevices of
cliffs and larger outcrops, usually on the ex-
posed eastern or northeastern faces. At Grey
Rock, in Poudre Canyon, the GRASS FERN occurs
in crevices and beneath large boulders. From

these observations, I surmise that a combina-
tion of relatively abundant moisture, provided
by the seepage channels in large rocky outcrops,
and protection from midday and afternoon insola-
tion offer hospitable conditions for the estab-
lishment and maintenance of GRASS FERN popula-
tions.

A friend of mine, more accustomed to recognizing
showy and colorful flowers, was introduced to
the GRASS FERN on that December day. Two weeks
later he returned from a hike in the Vedauwoo
or Devil's Playground in the hills between
Laramie and Cheyenne and brought me a small

specimen of the GRASS FERN. Naturally, he was
justifiably proud of his personal discovery
elsewhere of this species. My friend's exper-
ience also exemplifies that intuitive process
by which one can recognize a particular set of
environmental parameters and associate that
unique combination with a given habitat. At
the next opportunity, attempt to "tune in" to
the ferns and fern allies of Colorado and their
respective habitats. You may be rewarded by
discovery of the GRASS FERN and some of its

uncommon allies and you may discover that ferns,

are not as uncommon in Colorado as one might
think.

-—Editor


